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New
Dick

He wanted harder
erections and
stronger orgasms.
So he exposed his
equipment to
unconventional
procedures on the
needle’s edge of
penis enlargement.
Why? Glad you
asked. Allow him
to explain.
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technology to make my body more efficient while exploring the fringes
of science and medicine. But the journalism can’t be too immersive.
These stem cell injections go into your corpora cavernosa. That would
be the top, spongy area of your penis—a comforting thought should
you envision (like I did) a giant needle being shoved into your pee hole.
o k a y, s o m a y b e i a m a L i t t L e o b s e s s e d w i t h m y

L y i n g fa c e d o w n a n d b u c k n a k e d o n a n
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just
tHe
tips

experiments
our intrepid
author tried.
HiGHintensity
Acoustic
sound wAve
tHerApy
What Shock wave therapy has
been used to break up kidney
stones. The idea with the penis
is to treat a root physiological
cause of erectile dysfunction:
poor bloodflow. Eight to 12 weeks
after the procedure, new blood
vessels are supposed to grow
in the genitals, a process known
as neovascularization.

hoW Use a clinic that specializes in this therapy. In the United
States, more than 90 such
GAINSWave clinics offer a patented form of acoustic soundwave therapy. Simply smear on
the numbing cream, lie back,
and let them blast your crotch
with a wand for 20 minutes.
Cost $3,000 to $5,000,
depending on the number of
treatments needed.
time Commitment Severe
ED may require six to 12 sessions,
spread out over a year.

Happy Socks trunks (throughout)

exam table, I grimace and squirm as a physician assistant
in blue scrubs repeatedly inserts a small tube through
an incision in my back. I grit my teeth, but the sting is
dulled by the lidocaine injection coursing through my
soft tissue. A loud sucking sound emanates each time she
pulls the tube out, like a straw pulling up air from the
bottom of an empty glass.
“You should’ve eaten more doughnuts,” she tells me,
which isn’t the kind of thing you want to hear when the
Spartan Race World Championships you’ve been training
for are just two weeks away. “There’s not a whole lot of fat
tissue back here for the stem cells.”
Should I get hit by a bus or suffer from a disease like
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s, therapeutic stem cells just
might hold the promise to one day help me heal like Wolverine. But I’m at the U.S. Stem Cell Clinic in Sunrise,
Florida, for a more, uh, recreational purpose: to harvest
my own stem cells so they can be injected into my penis.
It’s a procedure that poses serious risks (permanent limp
dick), promises great upside (harder erections, increased
size) and has little published data to support doing something so extreme to your manhood.
So why am I doing it? Well, I’m not a hypochondriac
seeking to ward off erectile dysfunction and restore my
teenage glory days, if that’s what you’re imagining. I’m
a regular 35-year-old guy from Washington whose dick
works just fine, thank you. I have a wife (yes, we’re monogamous) and 9-year-old twin boys. We live on a small farm
in the woods, where I keep an organic vegetable garden
and several goats and chickens.
Despite my quiet and generally peaceful routine, I’m a
relentless self-experimenter who pushes the boundaries
of sound judgment. As a professional biohacker, I apply

package. Over the past year, I’ve explored different ways to enhance
my erections and induce toe-curling orgasms. High-intensity acoustic
sound wave therapy blasting my crotch? Been there, done that. Red
light therapy on the gonads? A daily must. Controlled ejaculation frequency? Cookie Monster’s balls were never so blue.
Experimenting with stem cells seemed like the perfect capstone
to my adventures. Apostolos Lekkos, D.O., a regenerative medicine
physician in Santa Monica, says they have the potential to become
any cell needed in the body and could really be a fountain of youth. “A
stem cell can become a cardiac cell and replace damaged heart muscle
after a heart attack. It can become a neuron and repair brain tissue
after a stroke,” Dr. Lekkos says. “We’re currently using stem cells to
improve a plethora of conditions related to autoimmune, neurological, orthopedic, and degenerative conditions such as congestive heart
failure, COPD, kidney failure, liver failure, and erectile dysfunction.”
Last March, the European Association of Urology published
results of a clinical trial showing that stem cells can restore sufficient erectile function to allow previously impotent men to have
spontaneous intercourse. Eight of 21 patients regained their sexual function, and it’s the first time stem cell therapy has enabled
men suffering from ED to recover
enough penis function to have sex.
The Danish researchers utilized
the same fat-sucking stem cell harvesting procedure that cost me a
cool $8,000 at the U.S. Stem Cell
Clinic, which covers about 30 vials
and “stem cell banking” (storage of
extra cells for future treatments).
The other dick

A Quickie interview
w i t H M r s. G r e e n f i e l d
Did you ever feel like
Ben’s guinea pig?
I’d rather him be “testing”
on me versus him hiring
a female lab assistant. We
learned a lot about making
sex more meaningful instead
of just sneaking away after
the kids were in bed. We
connected a lot more.
How did you find the time
for all his experiments?
We had sex several times a
week instead of our usual
one or two. We told our boys
not to come into the bedroom if they heard music
playing, because that means
Dad is snuggling Mom.

Did you ever grow tired
of the experiments?
The only thing I “had” to do
was make love with my lover
a few extra times a week.
But I did get scared when
his penis was all black and
blue after the stem cell injections. He also woke me up a
few times at night because
some of the stuff kept giving
him hard-ons while he was
asleep. So I lost a bit of rest.
What do you think of
Ben’s penis now?
I like it even better. Maybe
because he started grooming himself down there
with these experiments.

Before committing to a penile injection, I reviewed
the risks. If done incorrectly, I could suffer serious infection, nerve damage, and complete loss of sexual function,
going from ramrod straight to wet-noodle saggy. Call me
reckless, but I’m not one to let reasonable fear get in the
way of personal discovery and a fun story.
First, my fat (adipose tissue) was removed in a process
called mini-lipoaspiration. It was then spun in a centrifuge to remove the fat cells and create a bloody stew rich
in mesenchymal stem cells—the type that can transform
into other types of cells, such as bone cells, cartilage cells,
or muscle cells. The stem cells are then filtered out and,
when ready for injection, can be added into the patient’s
own platelet rich plasma (PRP) and injected into areas

What i experienCed A painless
vibrating sensation, followed by
nearly two months of nighttime
erections as if I were 15 years old
all over again. Don’t snicker, but
I was treated by an anti-aging
doctor named Richard Gaines, M.D.
expert take A study pub-

lished in the journal Therapeutic
Advances in Urology concluded
that low-intensity shock-wave
treatment aimed outside the
body “is a revolutionary treatment
of ED and probably possesses
unprecedented qualities that can
rehabilitate erectile tissue.”

UnexpeCted finding The
numbing agent they put on my
penis wore off several hours later
while I was having dinner at a
Cuban restaurant with my 90-yearold grandmother. We were deep
into a conversation about diabetic
glaucoma when I felt something
twitch in my loins, and I popped
a tent like a teenager on the bus.
I excused myself from the table
and went to the bathroom to check
myself. My penis was venous, big,
and throbbing. Good thing I wore
tight jeans. After dinner, I gave
Grandma an awkward shouldersonly hug goodbye.

controlled
ejAculAtion
freQuency

to every few days. You can still
have sex; you’re just not supposed
to orgasm every time. On the
edge? Jam your fingers into your
perineum, the area between your
scrotum and anus.

What According to the eastern philosophy of Tao, men
who regulate their ejaculation
frequency and retain their semen
will grow strong, have a clearer
mind, and maintain high levels of
testosterone, sperm, and semen.

Cost Free, aside from the tranquilizers you might need to keep
from transforming into a pentup, angry, moody, aggressive,
blue-balled man when you decide
to have sex but not ejaculate.

hoW The most common system

is to limit ejaculation frequency

time Commitment Pedram
Shojal, author of The Art of
Stopping Time, recommends age-

of concern. Used to concentrate
blood platelets and growth factors, PRP is becoming a solution
for various orthopedic conditions,
such as arthritis of the knee and
tendinopathies, as well as muscle
injuries and surgical repair.
Straight-up PRP injections
can be used to treat the penis, but
in this newer technique, PRP is blended with stem cells
for their regenerative benefits. The injection can occur on
the same day as the harvest. But in my case, according to
the physician assistant, I was “way too skinny” (I prefer
“shredded”) to get enough fat tissue for multiple treatments on the same day.
After returning home from Florida, I looked up stem
cell and anti-aging clinics in Eastern Washington and
Northern Idaho. Most of the phone calls started like this:
“Hi, have any of your physicians ever injected stem cells
into a penis?” I didn’t want a rookie with trembling hands
dropping a syringe of my expensive stem cells, nor did I
want someone’s first time to be with my penis.
“Well,” the receptionists typically said, “we do joints
like knees and elbows, along with skin beautification procedures, but we could try, although—”
“Thank you! Have a great day!” Click.
Finally, on my fifth call, the office manager at Lenoue
Integrative Medicine in Spokane told me, “Yes, Dr. Pasma
has performed this several times. It’s not a difficult procedure. Do you already have access to your stem cells?”
Eight weeks after being harvested, my baby Frankensteins were ready to be shipped. The U.S. Stem Cell Clinic
sent me an order form, did a virtual $500 swipe of my
credit card, and voilà: There was a knock at my front door
at 7 a.m. on the morning of my injection. Bleary eyed, I
opened it and found a smiling, freckle-faced FedEx driver

based orgasm frequencies: 20s,
unlimited; 30s, three or four a
week; 40s, two or three a week;
50s, one or two a week; 60-plus,
one orgasm a week, if healthy.
What i experienCed It’s hard
to “finish” without blowing
your load. I only lasted a month.
expert take According to
researchers from the Boston
University School of Public
Health, ejaculating at least
21 times a month may reduce
a man’s prostate cancer risk,
depending on age.

our AirBnB Guest found Me nAked
in front of An enorMous red
l i G H t p A n e l. s o M e H o w i s t i l l G o t
A f i v e - s t A r r e v i e w.

red liGHt
tHerApy
on tHe
GonAds

What Studies have shown
the positive effects of red light
and low-level laser light on
human sperm samples, which
increases motility without
causing any DNA damage from
the radiation exposure. Research
has also shown a link between
continuous light and increased
testicular function in rats.
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holding a potential holy grail of sexual vigor. Two hours later, clutching
my precious stem cells with both hands, I shouldered open the glass
doors at Lenoue Integrative Medicine. An unshaven, messy-haired 20something in blue scrubs and orange tennis shoes looked up from
behind the counter. “Hi, can I help you?”
I cleared my throat and glanced around nervously, hoping to find
anyone other than this apparent frat boy.
“I’m Ben Greenfield. I’m here for...you know...the injection.”
He smiled broadly and extended his hand. “Mr. Greenfield! We’ve
been expecting you. I’m Dr. Jonathan Pasma.”
Gulp. I reached over the counter and shook his hand, looking for
even the slightest sign of a tremor. But I couldn’t find an excuse to
back out now. After unveiling my stem cells—two unimpressively
small syringes on ice at the bottom of a large Styrofoam box—I filled
out a few pages of paperwork. Within minutes I was in the exam room.
First, Dr. Pasma gathered a vial of blood from my arm, to be spun
in a centrifuge and blended with my stem cells. Fifteen minutes later,
he returned with a handful of syringes and an iPad. “So, what kind of
music do you want to listen to?”
I shrugged at the unexpected question but thought to myself, The
kind that induces deep focus and concentration, doc. When I opened
my mouth, I said, “Deep house, I guess?” With techno beats thumping
in the background, I fell backward on the table and jacked down my
pants. Remember this the next time your doctor needs to check anything below the belt: It’s like jumping off a cliff into the ocean. The
longer you wait, the more awkward and difficult it becomes. In my
year of so-called “dicksperiments,” I had mastered continued on p. 122

hoW You want a red LED
light so you don’t end up frying
your sack. Make sure the device
is able to produce wavelengths
in the 600-to-670 nanometer
range; I used the Joovv Full Body
LED Red Light Therapy panel.
Then it’s simple: Bathe your
balls in red light for about five
to 20 minutes a day. You’re well
advised to invest in a quality pair
of sunglasses or tanning bed
glasses to wear during use.
Cost Anywhere from $70 to
$795, depending on how fancy
you go with your red light.

time Commitment For me?
Zero, since I did it while talking on
the phone, typing, and reading.
What i experienCed More
vascularity and firmer erections.
The full-body effect of the
large red light panel seemed to
improve my mood as well.
expert take While research
has been conducted on men’s
semen samples (and those of
other species), the overall impact
on human health is unknown.
Anyone using this method is
doing so at his own risk.

